
Term 1 (Half Term 1 and Half Term 2) Number, Ratio and Proportion SET 1 Year 7

Topics Estimated time: 56 hours Flipped Learning: 

Hegarty Maths Clips

NUMBER 

Multiplication and division

Multiply three-digit by two-digit whole numbers Clip 21

Divide three-digit by two-digit whole numbers Clip 145

Multiply decimals with one or two places by single-digit whole numbers and by other decimals Clip 48

Divide decimals with one or two places by single-digit whole numbers and by other decimals Clip 50 

Using a Calculator

Use the functions on a scientific calculator to find the answers to complex calculations 2 Clip 129

Estimation and rounding

Round to the nearest whole number, 10, 100 and 1000 and to a given number of decimal places Clip 17, 56

Understand what significant figures are and how to round to a given number of signficiant figures Clip 130

Estimate answers to complex calculations by first rounding to one signficiant figure Clip 131

Negative numbers

Add, subtract, multiply and divide negative integers 3 Clip 41, 42, 43

Fractions

Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions with denominators of any size Clip 66, 69 70

Add, subtract, multiply and divide mixed fractions Clip 66, 69 70

Calculate the fraction of an amount Clip 77

Multiply and divide fractions by integers Clip 67

Find the reciprocal of numbers/fractions Clip 71

FDP

Convert between fractions, decimals and percentages including using division to convert fractions to decimals 4 Clip 73-76, 82, 83

Percentages

Express one quantity as a percentage of another N/A

Find a percentage of a quantity using non-calculator and  calculator methods Clip 89, 90

Use a multiplier to increase or decrease by a percentage Clip 89, 90

Calculate simple interest, compound interest  and depreciation Clip 93, 94, 95

Primes, Factors and Multiples

Find the HCF and LCM of numbers by listing Clip 32

Use prime factorisation to represent a number as a product of its primes using index notation Clip 29

Find HCF and LCM by using Prime Factors Clip 35

Special numbers

Know all square numbers and square roots of numbers up to 162 and all the cube numbers and cube roots up to 62
Clip 99, 101 

Estimate square roots of non square numbers less than 100 Clip 112

BODMAS

Work the value of a number to a given power e.g 34 or 25
Clip 102

Know and use the order of operations Clip 120, 150

Laws of indices

Use laws of indices for positive and negative powers where the base numbers are numerical not algebraic Clip 105, 106

Show that any number to the power of zero is 1 Clip 103

Use the reciprocal law to work out calculations involving negative powers  e.g. 2-2 = 1/4 Clip 104

Standard form

Convert large and small numbers into standard form and vice-versa Clip 122, 123

Add, subtract, multiply and divide numbers in standard form Clip 125, 126, 127

Surds

Understand what surds are and simplify them 4 Clip 115

RATIO AND PROPORTION 
Ratio

Understand ratio notation and know how to write a ratio N/A

Write ratios as  fractions and simplify three-part ratios Clip 329,330

Divide a quantity into a given ratio Clip 332,333,334

Write ratios in the form 1: m or m: 1 Clip 331

Solve worded problems involving ratios Clip 335

Proportion

Use a unitary method for direct and inverse proportion questions 3 Clip 339, 342
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